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Parashat B’har

(The Torah presents the laws of the Yovel year; according to Rashi,
however, several of the laws are applicable at all times, not just
during the Yovel year.)

{ci:dk}z ¤̀  Wi ¦̀  EpFY l ©̀  L ¤zi ¦n£r c©I ¦n dŸpẅ F` L ¤zi ¦n£r©l xM̈ §n ¦n Ex §M §n ¦z i ¦k §e 
.ei ¦g ῭

{25: 14}  And when you make a sale to your fellow Jew or make a purchase from
the hand of your fellow Jew, you shall not mistreat one another.

(Rashi first explains that the simple meaning of the verse is that we
should not mistreat, or swindle, each other in the buying and selling
of land, which is effected by the Yovel law that transfers of land

only last until the Yovel year, at which time lands return to their original owners1.
Rashi then adds a midrashic explanation.)

,xM̈§n¦n Ex§M§n¦z i¦k§e" x©nFl cEn§l©Y ,L¤x¥a£g l¥̀ẍ§U¦i§l xFk§n ,x¥kFn dŸ©̀ ¤W§M o¦i©P¦n ,dẄẍ§C W¥i cFr§e
c©I¦n dŸpẅ F`" x©nFl cEn§l©Y ,L¤x¥a£g l¥̀ẍ§U¦I¦n d¥p§w ,zFp§w¦l z̈`Ä m¦̀ ¤W o¦i©P¦nE .xFk§n "L¤zi¦n£r©l

"L¤zi¦n£r
How do we know that when you wish to sell, you should sell to your fellow-Jew?
For Scripture says, “And when you make a sale--sell to your fellow-Jew!” And
how do we know that if you come to buy, you should buy from your fellow-Jew?
For Scripture continues here: “or when you buy--buy from your fellow-Jew!” 

1. See verse 10. 
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AN
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This law--that when possible we should sell to fellow Jews and
buy from fellow Jews--is applicable at all times; why does the

Torah write this law in the parasha that deals specifically with the Yovel year?

We can ask the same question on a law that appears just a few verses later:

{25:17} And  one man shall not wrong his fellow.

Rashi explains: 

Here Scripture is warning against wronging verbally, namely, that one must not
provoke his fellow, nor may one offer advice to him that is unsound for him but

according to the mode of life or the benefit of the advisor.

Here, again, is a law that should apply at all times; why is it written in the
parasha of Yovel?

Although Rashi’s commentary is unified and complete unto
itself, it is acceptable to consult other commentaries in
order to gain clarity about Rashi’s comments.  If the
conclusions of other commentators do not directly clash with
Rashi, we can--with caution--assert that Rashi agrees with

them. 

The year of Yovel  begins with the blowing of shofar on Yom Kippur
at the beginning of the year, as the Torah says {25:9}:

You shall proclaim [Yovel with] a shofar of t’ruah...on the Day of Atonement you
shall sound the shofar throughout your land.

Hach’tav V’hakabala, a 19th century Torah commentary2, sees in the word t’ruah
an essential theme of Yovel.  The author, R. Yaakov Zvi Mecklenburg, relates this
word t’ruah  to the word re’ah ( dr̈Ex §Y - ©r ¥x) which means friend or beloved
one3.   He writes:

2. First published in 1839.  
3. See B’midbar {23:21}.
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CONCLUSION

The year of Yovel is a year of freedom for all the inhabitants of the Land, a year of
rejoicing for both the rich and poor, for those who hold ancestral lands, and for

servants4, for in this year there is no work of the field, no sowing and no
harvesting5; rather, everyone delights with each other in the company of beloved

friends (mi¦r¥x§n - m’reim). 

According to  Hach’tav V’hakabala, the phrase shofar t’ruah should be translated
as, “a shofar of friendship and social harmony.”

Although Rashi does not comment on the word t’ruah6, it is fair to assume that he
agrees with the general thrust of the comment by Hach’tav V’hakabala; the laws of
Yovel that are explicitly stated in the Torah certainly do create a year of rejoicing
and social harmony.

In the context of this social harmony the Torah includes in this parasha two laws
that apply even during other years:

a. that when possible, we should buy from and sell to Jews, rather than
              non-Jews;
          b. that we should not mistreat another person verbally.

These laws are elements of the Yovel spirit that must be carried into the long years
before the next Yovel. 

By consulting other commentators, we can discover
fundamental points about a parasha that Rashi agreed with, and

that can help explain his own comments. 

4. Hebrew slaves must be freed during Yovel (verse 10).
5. See verse 11.
6. Rashi probably understood the simple meaning of this word as did the translation of Onkelos:

yabava, which refers to a “broken” note, which we today call either t’ruah or sh’varim.
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Parashat B’chukotai

(The Torah lists some of the catastrophes that will befall the Jewish
nation if they fail to study and keep the laws of the Torah.)

 [hi:ek}.'ebe m¤k §Gªr oF` §B z ¤̀  i ¦Y §x ©aẄ §e
{26: 19} I will break the pride of your strength...

(Rashi explains that “the pride of your strength” refers to a very
specific entity.)

} x¥nF` `Ed o¥k§e ,WC̈§w¦O©d zi¥A d¤f`k:ck l`wfgi."m¤k§Gªr oF`§B i¦WC̈§w¦n z¤̀ l¥N©g§n i¦p§p¦d" {

This [the phrase  m¤k §G ªr oF` §B - the pride of your strength] refers to the Beit
Hamikdash, and so Scripture says, “Behold I profane My Sanctuary [i ¦yŸC̈ §w ¦n],

 the pride of your strength” (Yechezkel 24:21).

According to Rashi, this verse is saying that if we fail to keep the mitzvot, G-d will
destroy the Beit Hamikdash, which is referred to as “the pride of your strength.”

Pay attention to “nicknames.”  By “nicknames,” we mean any
name for a person, place, or thing that is not its proper name.  For
example: 

*Noach’s nickname is ish ha’adamah - the man (or master) of the
earth {B’reishit 9:20}; 
*Avraham’s nickname is ha’ivri - the Hebrew {B’reishit 14:13};
*Moshe’s nickname is hamitrzri - the Egyptian {Sh’mot 2:19};
*according to Rashi, Og the king of Bashan, is referred to in one
passage as hapalit  - the refugee {B’reishit 14:13}.
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QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

In each of these cases, the nickname defines a character’s or entity’s essence, at
least within a particular narrative.  These nicknames, therefore, deserve special
attention. 

a. Why, according to Rashi, is the Beit Hamikdash referred to
as “the pride of your strength”?

Rashi tells us that in two places in Tanach the Beit Hamikdash is referred to as
“the pride of your strength”: here, and in Yechezkel {24:21}.  In both places, the
Tanach is referring to the destruction of the Beit Hamikdash.  Does the phrase
“the pride of your strength” have some special connection to the destruction
of the Beit Hamikdash?

“The pride of your strength” is a name for the Beit Hamikdash that
emphasizes a very dangerous aspect of its existence.  The Beit

Hamikdash was was so holy and glorious that it could cause the Jews, amongst
whom it was situated, to become arrogant and to rebel against Hashem.  

We see this in a narrative in Parashat B’haalotecha {11: 4-34}.  The people
complained that they were tired of the mahn (manna) and desired to eat meat.  As
a punishment for their ingratitude, Hashem told them that he would give them an
excess of meat {11:19-20}:

You shall eat it [meat] not one day, not two days, not five days, not ten days, and
not twenty days.  But even for a full month until it comes out your nose and

nauseates you...

Hashem then specifies the reason for this punishment:

Because you have despised the Lord Who is among you, and you cried before
Him, saying, "Why did we ever leave Egypt?"

Rashi focuses on the words, “the Lord Who is among you.”  Rashi explains that
G-d’s presence among us was not the cause of the punishment, but rather the cause
of the sin:

Had I not planted My Presence [Sh’chinah] among you, you would not have had
the arrogance to engage in all these matters.

The presence of the Sh’chinah--in the Mishkan--caused the B’nei Yisrael  to

b.
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CONCLUSION

become arrogant to the point of rebelling against Hashem.

This “self-destructive” aspect of the Mishkan/Mikdash is hinted at in the
nickname “the pride of your strength.”  That is the significance of this
nickname (Question a) and that is why it is used only in passages that discuss
the destruction of the Beit Hamikdash (Question b).  

Nicknames can reveal to us important nuances in the Biblical
text. 
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